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The physics of climate and of climate changes associated with increasing concentrations of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere are briefly presented. Construction of a ‘‘toy model’’ of the
climate is discussed. Possibilities for reducing carbon dioxide emissions are indicated. Degrees of
uncertainty characterizing predictions of climate responses to anthropogenic greenhouse gas
emissions are presented. ©1999 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Global warming primarily results from introducing larg
quantities of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere.
some aspects of global warming are understood quan
tively according to physical principles, the climate syste
being very complex. We will present some physical pr
ciples and briefly discuss some complexities. We also
cuss the potential for reducing carbon dioxide emissio
Several textbooks1,2,3 and reports4~a!,4~b!,4~c! issued by the In-
tergovernmental Panel on Climate Change~IPCC! present
excellent discussions of global warming as viewed fro
mainstream science.5

Carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide are natur
occurring greenhouse gases, but their concentrations are
idly increasing due to human activity.4 The main anthropo-
genic greenhouse gases are shown in Table I. Major gr
house gases not shown are water and ozone. Water vap
the most important greenhouse gas because of its high
centration. Its concentration depends on temperature and
directly upon mankind’s activities. Ozone is difficult t
quantify and is omitted from Table I for that reason.

Atmospheric CO2 has increased 26% since the industr
revolution, largely due to fossil fuel combustion an
deforestation.6 The annual increase in CO2 can be estimated
from emissions as follows. The mass of air above e
square meter isP/g, whereg is gravitational acceleration
and standard atmospheric pressure at sea level isP
5101 kPa. The mass of the atmosphere is approximatel

M54pr 2P/g55.2531018 kg, ~1!

where the earth’s radius isr 56.373106 m. The average mo
lecular weight of air is;29 g mole21, so the atmosphere
contains;1.831020 moles of air. The mass of carbon from
fossil fuel combustion emitted per year globally is 6
31012kg,7 or 531014 moles. Thus the ratio of CO2 in the
atmosphere is estimated to increase annually by
31014/1.83102052.8 ppmv. The observed rate of increa
is only about 55% as great, primarily because of carbon s
in the oceans and biosphere. The latter effects are difficu
estimate accurately and are subjects of current research

The increase in N2O is most likely due to agricultura
practices. Methane concentration has doubled, primarily
to rice cultivation, cattle rearing, natural gas releases in
fields, and leaks from pipelines. The chlorofluorocarbo
~CFC! are made exclusively by humans. They were dev
1216 Am. J. Phys.67 ~12!, December 1999
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oped by General Motors researchers in the 1930’s see
nonflammable, nontoxic replacements for the refrigera
sulfur dioxide and ammonia.

The concentrations of natural greenhouse gases have
tuated. A 160 000 year history at the Antarctic is shown
CO2 in Fig. 1. These concentrations were measured by t
ing small samples of air found in ice cores. The temperatu
shown in Fig. 1 are primarily determined from isotope ratio
such as the ratio18O/16O found in H2O. When the oceans ar
warmer, relatively more of the heavier isotopicall
substituted molecule vaporizes and then precipitates as s
The two important aspects of Fig. 1 are that the tempera
and CO2 concentration are correlated; and the CO2 concen-
tration is now at its highest level in the last 160 000 year

From Fig. 1 it is not clear whether the CO2 rise is a re-
sponse to the temperature rise, orvice versa. However, one
can imagine plausible scenarios. For example, volcanic
tivity may cause a CO2 concentration increase, which ca
cause a temperature rise. Other causes of climate ch
~such as the earth’s orbital variations! are much slower than
the temperature increase observed during the last 100 y

II. SUNLIGHT AND EARTHLIGHT

The solar energy absorbed by the earth must be balan
by energy leaving the earth, or the temperature would cha
substantially. For example, an excess of 1% of absorbed
emitted flux for one year would be equivalent to a heating
about 7 °C of the entire atmosphere.9 The balance is achieve
by the outflow of ‘‘earthlight,’’ the infrared light emitted into
space.

Both sunlight and earthlight can be approximated
blackbody radiation, whose spectrum~see Fig. 2! is defined
by the Planck radiation law:

dF

dl
5

2phc2

l5

1

exp~hc/kBlT!21
, ~2!

whereF is the radiative flux~power per unit area! emitted by
the surface of the blackbody,l is the wavelength,T is the
absolute temperature, and the other symbols have their u
meanings. The Stefan–Boltzmann equation is obtained
integrating Eq.~2! over wavelength:

F5sT4, ~3!

where s is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant (5.673108

W m22 K24). The solar fluxB incident on the earth depend
1216© 1999 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Table I. Key anthropogenic greenhouse gases. The chlorofluorocarbons are represented by CFC.

Name
Carbon
dioxide Methane

Nitrous
oxide CFC-11 CFC-12

Chemical formula CO2 CH4 N2O CFCl3 CF2Cl2
Atmospheric mixing unita ppmv ppbv ppbv pptv pptv
Pre-industrial 278 700 275 0 0
Present day~1992! 356 1714 311 268 503
% change per year 0.45 1.1 0.47 ¯ ¯

appmv: parts per million by volume; ppbv: parts per billion by volume; pptv: parts per trillion by volu
Source: Ref. 4~c!.
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on the sun’s surface temperature (T0;5800 K), the solar
radius, and the radius of the earth’s orbit. The incident so
flux absorbed by the earth is

~12a!pr 2B51.231017W, ~4!

where the albedoa50.3 is the fraction directly reflected. Fo
comparison, the global energy use by people is about
31013W, one part in 10 000 of the solar influx. Energy u
per unit area in U.S. metropolitan areas is roughly 2% of
solar influx. The absorbed flux averaged over the year
surface of the earth is

S5~12a!B/4. ~5!

The net energy flux can be written

N5S2F. ~6!

HereF is the average earthlight flux. In balance,N50 and
the average flux of earthlight just beyond the atmospher
F5(12a)B/45235 W m22.

III. CLIMATE AND THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT

The basic function of a greenhouse is twofold: glass
transparent in the visible and black in the infrared. Thus
admits sunlight, which is essential to the plants. The h
which would escape is largely in the form of infrared ligh
The glass absorbs infrared light, is warmed by it, and em
in the infrared. Only about half of the emission is direct
out of the structure. Thus the net effect of the glass is
resist loss of infrared radiation from the interior. The inter
becomes warmer, so the rate of emission increases insid
greenhouse until the heat loss matches the gain from abs
hys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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tion of sunlight. The glass also prevents convective lo
which would otherwise be an important mechanism for h
transport.

The characteristics of the earth and atmosphere are sim
to a greenhouse. Convective and conductive heat losse
prevented by the vacuum surrounding the earth, so radia
is the means of energy gain and loss. The net emissio
infrared light depends on the temperature, and on the tra
parency of the atmosphere to the infrared. Greenhouse g
decrease the transparency, forcing the earth’s surface to
come warmer until the energy emitted by the climate syst
balances the solar energy absorbed.

The solar spectrum reaching the earth’s surface is sim
to a blackbody spectrum at the sun’s surface temperat
corrected for atmospheric absorption~see Fig. 2!. The best
known absorption is in the ultraviolet by stratospheric ozo
In the visible, the atmosphere is relatively transparent o
clear day.

The spectrum of earthlight from the earth’s surface is a
shown in Fig. 2. This spectrum is approximated by radiat
from a blackbody at 288 K~15 °C!; there is essentially no
overlap with the solar spectrum. Absorption by the atm
sphere is strong. Key absorption bands arise from exci
the bending vibrations of H2O, CO2, and O3 ~Ref. 9, p. 107!.

The absorption from ground level to the top of the atm
sphere is almost complete for wavelengths greater than
microns. There is however a ‘‘window’’ for most of th
range from 8 to 13 microns. This window will becom
slightly less transparent as the CO2 concentration is in-
creased~see Fig. 3!. This darkening is the main greenhou
effect of anthropogenic CO2. Other greenhouse gases, esp
cially chlorofluorocarbons, are potent agents of the gre
0
i-
-
of

al
Fig. 1. Carbon dioxide mixing ratio and
temperature variations for the last 160 00
years. In ice cores, the isotopic compos
tion of the ice is a surrogate for tempera
ture, and gas bubbles preserve samples
ancient air laden with CO2. The global
temperature change is based on historic
meteorological records~Ref. 8!.
1217J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross
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Fig. 2. The spectral radiative flux inciden
on the earth and escaping from the atm
sphere, approximated as blackbody em
sion. Absorptions due to major natura
greenhouse gases are shown.~Data from
Ref. 10.!
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pes.
house effect because they absorb in the atmospheric win
and have long atmospheric lifetimes, but their concentrati
are much lower than that of CO2.

A. A simple model of energy fluxes

A simple model of energy flows is shown in Fig. 4. R
diation fluxes are averaged annually and over the earth’s
face. The incident radiation outside the atmosphere is

Q5pr 2B/~4pr 2!5B/45342 W m22. ~7!

Some 107 W/m2 is reflected by clouds, and by water, sno
and ice on the surface, corresponding to an albedo of a
0.3. The net flux absorbed is;235 W/m2.

Most of the earth’s output of infrared light is from th
lower atmosphere; relatively little light emitted by the su
face escapes directly into space. The observed average g
surface temperature isTs5288 K. If the earth’s surface is
approximated as a blackbody, the flux emitted by the surf
is

Fs5sTs
45390 W m22. ~8!

If there were no absorbing atmosphere, the balance betw
the incoming and outgoing fluxes would be achieved w
Fs5235 W m2 at an average surface temperature of;254 K.
The ;34 K difference between the observed 288 K and t
just calculated is today’s greenhouse effect. It is the dir
result of atmospheric absorption. How much greater will
surface temperature become as the fraction absorbed b
atmosphere is increased by the increasing greenhouse
concentration? The analysis is given in the following.

B. Radiative forcing and global warming potentials

The technical term ‘‘radiative forcing’’ is the net chang
in the flow of radiative energy due to specific changes, s
as atmospheric composition, when other properties of
system, like temperature distributions, are held constant.
the net radiative flux downward, averaged over a year
over the earth’s surface at the tropopause~the boundary at
;12 km altitude between the lower atmosphere and
stratosphere!. The tropopause is a convenient boundary,
cause the lower atmosphere is closely coupled with the
face.

Let ai be the radiative forcing due to a unit increase in t
mass of gasi in the atmosphere. It depends on the streng
and wavelengths of its infrared absorptions. The impact o
1218 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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gas over a time horizonH is its ‘‘global warming potential’’
~GWP!.4~c! The GWP of a gas is defined as the time in
grated radiative forcing from a 1 kgincrease of gasi relative
to that of 1 kg of CO2:

GWP~ i ,H !5
*0

HaiCi~ t !dt

*0
Ha0C0~ t !dt

, ~9!

whereCi(t) and C0(t) are concentrations of thei th green-
house gas and CO2, respectively, which perturb the gase
already present. If the gas concentrations decay expo
tially with lifetimes t i andt0 , respectively, then

GWP~ i ,H !5
ai@12exp~2H/t i !#

a0@12exp~2H/t0!#
. ~10!

Some lifetimes and global warming potentials are shown
Table II. There are two complications which we do not d
cuss: The decay of CO2 in the atmosphere is not represent
by a single exponential; and the impact of methane is larg
indirect, through its effect on ozone concentration.

C. Aerosols and albedo

Radiative forcing due to greenhouse gases is relativ
well understood. However, another important cause of fo
ing is anthropogenic aerosols. Aerosols are dust parti

Fig. 3. Spectral radiative flux emitted from the earth. The range 8 to
microns is the atmospheric window, where most of the energy flux esca
~Data from Ref. 10.!
1218J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross



Fig. 4. Earth energy budget.~Adapted from Ref. 11.!
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suspended in the air, or tiny droplets that incorporate,
example, sulfuric acid. When high-sulfur fuels are burn
the resulting sulfur dioxide gas (SO2), is oxidized in the
atmosphere to produce sulfuric acid and sulfates. These
stances nucleate the formation of aerosols and cloud d
lets. Thus, SO2 affects the degree of haziness and cloudine
Clouds and haze reflect sunlight~producing increased al
bedo! and help to absorb infrared light. Figure 5 shows t
estimated direct effect from the increased albedo due to a
sols. The indirect effects of clouds nucleated by the aero
are more difficult to estimate and remain one of the m
uncertain aspects of climate change.

D. The climate system

Climate is characterized by the statistical properties of
weather over a period of time, including averages of lo
variables such as temperature, winds, humidity, pressure,
precipitation. One problem in trying to detect significant c
mate change is that considerable time must elapse while
ficient data are obtained.

The climate system is driven by incoming sunlight a
outgoing earthlight. Ocean currents, general atmospheric
culation and storms are all ultimately powered by sunlig
and the geographical imbalances between input and ou
energy fluxes. Heating is strongest in the tropics and coo
is dominant near the winter pole. The latitudinal heating g
dient drives atmospheric and oceanic circulation which tra
fer heat from the equator towards the poles. Figure 6 sh
the geographical energy imbalances. The top panel show
higher reflectivity near the poles. There is a net influx
energy between 30 °N and 30 °S and a net out-flux at hig
latitudes.

The climate system is conveniently divided into five par
atmosphere, oceans, cryosphere, biosphere, and geosp
each of which will be briefly discussed.

The atmosphere. The earth’s surface absorbs the bulk
the incoming solar radiation. Direct heating of the surfa
and evaporation of water cause heat transfer between
surface and the atmosphere in the form of infrared radia
and as sensible heat~energy related to temperature chang
when there is no phase change! and latent heat~energy re-
1219 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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lated to phase change at constant temperature!. The atmo-
sphere transports this heat by means of weather system
a time scale of days.

Some other important atmospheric processes are con
sation, scattering of light by aerosols, and responses to
earth’s topography. Condensation causes cloud format
with major effects. Aerosols also have effects; for examp
scattering of light by stratospheric aerosols increases the
bedo. The location of mountains and land-sea distribution
important to evaporation and precipitation, and thus to
gional climates.

The oceans. Over half of the absorbed solar radiation
absorbed by the oceans and redistributed by ocean curr
The ocean’s horizontal and vertical structure depends on
winds, the topography of the ocean floor and distribution
the continents. The currents are driven by winds, salin
variations, and temperature gradients. Carbon dioxide
solves in and evaporates from the surface of the ocean,
pending on local atmospheric and seawater concentrati
Dissolved CO2 is used in photosynthesis by plankton, whic
later die and settle into deep water, sequestering carbon
periods longer than 100 years.

The cryosphere. The cryosphere consists of seasonal sn
cover, sea ice, ice sheets~Greenland and Antarctica!, moun-
tain glaciers, and permafrost. Among its important roles
the high albedo of snow and ice, and the freshwater re
voirs in ice sheets. Melting or movement of ice sheets wo
affect sea level, but it is thought that the time scales for th
processes are at least millennia, except for speculation a
instability of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet.14

The biosphere. The combined land and ocean biosphe

Table II. Global warming potentials. Sources: Refs. 4~b! ~Table 5.2! and 12
~Table 7-2!.

Gas Lifetime~years! GWP (H520 yrs) GWP (H5100 yrs)

CO2 50–200 1 1
CFC-11 50 5000 4000
CFC-12 102 7900 8500
Methane 14.5 62620 24.567.5
1219J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross



Fig. 5. Estimated radiative forcing due to sulfate aerosols produced by the combustion of sulfur-bearing fuels and by biomass burning.@Adapted from Fig. 4.3
in Ref. 4~b!.#
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controls the main natural greenhouse gases and their i
changes with the atmosphere, oceans and land. The
sphere contains much of the carbon involved in short ti
scale interchanges, for example, in plankton, soil and cro

The geosphere. The geosphere consists of the continen
The continents are permanent for the purposes of this dis
sion, but fresh water storage in the soil and run-off have ti
scales from days to months.

E. Feedback mechanisms and the greenhouse effect

Feedback is the influence of system responses on the
eration of greenhouse gas forcing. It is subsidiary to the m
process, either tending to reinforce the main process~posi-
tive feedback! or tending to resist the main process~negative
feedback!. The major feedback mechanisms include the f
lowing.

Water vapor feedback. Due to greenhouse warming, mo
water evaporates and more water vapor is present in th
mosphere. But water is a greenhouse gas, so one resu
greenhouse gas emissions is to increase the concentrati
another greenhouse gas, a positive feedback.

Snow/ice albedo feedback. A warmer climate results in
less snow and ice cover and therefore the albedo is redu
a positive feedback. However, because atmospheric circ
tion and polar atmospheric stability may also be affected,
situation is difficult to analyze.

Cloud feedback. Clouds cause warming by closing th
window to the escape of earthlight, a positive feedback;
they also increase the albedo by efficiently reflecting so
radiation, a negative feedback. The net result averaged
the earth’s surface is calculated to be a cooling, a nega
feedback. However, if radiative forcing increases subst
tially, the analysis is more complicated. Although warmi
increases humidity, higher temperatures may reduce c
cover. Similarly, warming may increase the water conten
clouds, increasing the efficiency of solar reflection, but a
increasing the efficiency of infrared absorption.

F. Feedback and the climate sensitivity factor„Ref. 15…

The simplest radiative model is the radiative energy b
ance model described by Eq.~7!. When radiative balance i
achieved,N50. Consider a perturbation:
1220 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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DN5DS2DF. ~11!

Assume the balance is reestablished by changing the su
temperatureDTs . The temperature change produces
change in the net radiative flux opposite to the perturbati

2DN5DTsH DF

DTs
2

DS

DTs
J 5G, ~12!

whereG is called the direct radiative forcing.~For doubled
CO2, G54 W/m2.! The climate sensitivity factor is define
as its reciprocal:

l5DTs /G. ~13!

BecauseF and S depend on other climate processes,l de-
pends on the details of the climate system response. For
ample, the term involvingDS can be written as a Taylo

Fig. 6. Planetary albedo and energy flux~annual average!. ~Adapted from
Ref. 13.!
1220J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross
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series which depends on the solar fluxQ5B/4, the albedoa,
the average cloud fractionf c , etc.,

DS

DTs
52QH ]a

]Ts
1

]a

] f c

D f c

DTs
1¯J . ~14!

Assume the outgoing flux depends only on the surf
temperature according to the Stefan–Boltzmann law. T
asumption leads to the no-feedback climate sensitivity fac

lnf51/~dF/dTs!5Ts /~4F !50.3 K m2/W. ~15!

Observational data16 give the following approximate rela
tionship betweenF andTS :

F51.55 Ts2212 Wm2 ~16!

and

lobs50.6 K m2W, ~17!

which is twice as large as the no-feedback case. This v
can be used with the estimated4 ; 4 W/m2 radiative forcing
associated with doubling the CO2 mixing ratio ~from 350
ppmv to 700 ppmv! to obtain the temperature change as
ciated with the doubling:T2x (4 W/m23lobs52.4 K). This
value is close to the estimate preferred by the IPCC, altho
they have assigned a large range of uncertainty~1.5 K to 4.5
K!.4

Feedback mechanisms also add complexity. Cons
snow/ice albedo feedback. A simple parameterization c
sidering only the surface temperature shows the essential
tors. One such parameterization is based on observation15

Bare soil: a50.3 Ts.270 K, ~18a!

Mixed: a50.320.01~Ts2270! 230<Ts<270 K,
~18b!

Bare ice/snow: a50.7 Ts,230 K. ~18c!

Figure 7 showsF andS, where the solar input is given b
S5(12a)B/4. One sees that there are three states of
system which satisfy the radiative balance conditionN50.
Multiple equilibria are a feature of many climate models.
Fig. 7 the highest temperature intersection corresponds to
present climate. The lowest (TS5202 K) corresponds to
complete ice coverage. The intermediate solution is unsta
It is not surprising that there should be a stable lo
temperature state, because as the albedo increases, th
face temperature declines, further increasing the albedo
general, we would expect the earth’s climate to exhibi
variety of complicated behaviors in response to forcing.

G. General circulation models and projections of climate
change

Projections of climate change are of limited accuracy
cause the feedback mechanisms are complex and not
understood, and because anthropogenic activities canno
predicted with great confidence. One approach that av
the need to fully understand the climate system is the Pa
Analog method, which uses ancient climates as analogs
future climate. Although this method is intuitively attractiv
there are many uncertainties attached to the reconstructio
past climates and to accounting for influences on past
mates.

The second approach is to simulate the climate sys
using general circulation models which are based on fun
1221 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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mental physics principles, estimates for the more poorly
derstood climate processes, and calculated radiative forci
General circulation modelsuse a grid to divide the clim
system both geographically and vertically into cells; t
larger the number of cells, the more accurate the calculat
These models vary greatly in their complexity, depending
the number of cells, on whether ocean-atmosphere coupl
are explicitly modeled, and on whether the time depende
is analyzed instead of assuming equilibrium. The more co
plex models are expensive in computer time. A practi
strategy is to run the more complex models a few times
calibrate the simpler models, which can then be run ma
times to explore dependencies.

The predictions of today’s general circulation models m
be validated. We can hope that a model will make reasona
predictions only if it adequately describes the present
mate. Validation is an iterative process. If the model does
work well, the semi-empirical relationships and paramet
are adjusted until it works well enough. The danger lies
the possibility that the parameters and semi-empirical re
tionships, which enable the model to describe the pres
climate, are compensating for errors, which prevent
model from accurately describing responses to radiative fo
ing.

The good news in the face of these difficulties is that c
mate has many features. Observations and validation t
include the following properties, which are functions of se
son, altitude, and geographical region: temperature, prec
tation, pressure, cloud cover, humidity, snow and ice cov
and winds. Moreover, there are several special observa
associated with global warming. These include much warm
polar winters, glacial retreat, borehole temperature tren
historical correlation between CO2 concentration and tem
perature, cooling of the stratosphere, drier soils in north
mid-latitude summers, sea level rise, and decreased o
circulation. Such observables can be compared with de
opments in recent history. Most models have been adju
so that they work reasonably well for most properties. T
most troublesome aspects are related to clouds. In any e
model calculations must be regarded with caution beca
future climates may not correspond to the test cases, so
reliability of model predictions is not easily evaluated.

IV. A ‘‘TOY’’ CLIMATE MODEL

To gain insight into the climate system and learn ab
some problems facing modelers, we construct a ‘‘toy’’ c
mate model. Such models cannot represent the climate
tem accurately, but they are fun to construct. By adjust

Fig. 7. Snow/ice albedo feedback.~Adapted from Ref. 15.!
1221J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross
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the parameters and the assumed relationships, toy mo
can even produce semiquantitative results. This ‘‘validat
process’’ is analogous to the process used in construc
state-of-the-art general circulation models.

Consider a simple system of two layers, the atmosph
and the surface~see Fig. 8!. If there were no atmosphere, on
differential equation would suffice to describe the surfa
temperature.~A typical problem is to assess the fraction
black and white paint stripes needed on a satellite with
internal heat source in order to maintain its temperat
within a desired range.! In more accurate models, the atm
sphere is divided into many layers at each geographica
cation. The number of layers is increased until the solut
‘‘converges,’’ that is, no longer changes significantly
more layers are added. In addition to radiative transfer, g
eral circulation models include equations for conservation
mass, momentum, and energy.

In our simple two-layer model, ‘‘short wave’’ solar energ
~Q! is incident on the system and a fraction (aa) is reflected
by the atmosphere, a fraction~b! is absorbed by the atmo
sphere, and the rest is transmitted to the surface, which
flects a fraction (as) and absorbs the remainder.

The surface emits infrared light according to the Stefa
Boltzmann law, Fs5sTs

4. A fraction ~g! of this ‘‘long
wave’’ radiation is absorbed by the atmosphere and the
is lost to space. This absorption by the atmosphere lead
heating and to emission of long wave radiation. We assu
the emission rate depends on atmospheric temperature
cording to the Stefan–Boltzmann law~Fa52sTa

4, the factor
of 2 arises because the emission is directed both upward
downward!.

Finally, heat and water vapor are transported by turbu
convection, giving rise to an energy fluxCq ~as sensible and
latent heat! from the surface to the atmosphere.

With the aid of Fig. 8, we can write differential equation
for the rate of change of energy in the two layers:

Atomsphere:
dEa

dt
5b~12aa!Q1Cq1gsTs

4

22~12 f d!sTa
4. ~19a!

Surface:
dEs

dt
5b~12aa!~12as!Q2Cq2sTs

4

12 f dsTa
4. ~19b!

The parameterf d describes the fraction of long wave emi
sion from the atmosphere which is directed back to the s
face.

Fig. 8. Schematic of two-level radiative equilibrium model showing t
terms corresponding to Eq.~20!.
1222 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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Assuming radiative equilibrium, the left-hand-sides of t
equations are set equal to zero and the two simultane
algebraic equations are solved forTs by iteration or other
methods. Of course, we also need to obtain reasonable va
of the parameters~Table III!.

The planetary albedois the average reflectance of sho
wave radiation. Most measurements and models give an
bedo of;0.3.11 The albedo of clouds depends on their al
tude, liquid water content, droplet size, and temperature,
This complexity causes clouds to present the most diffic
problems in climate modeling. For simplicity, we igno
these distinctions and assume all clouds have the sam
bedoac . Even ‘‘clear air’’ has a ‘‘clear air albedo’’aao ,
due to scattering by the molecular constituents and aeros
These different albedos must be combined; we assume
relationship for average atmospheric albedo:

aa5 f cac1~12 f c!aa0 , ~20!

where f c is the fraction of cloud cover. For the present a
mosphere, we assumef c 0.62.11 The albedo of the surface i
assumed to bea r50.1. The energy budget of Kiehl an
Trenberth,11 enables estimation of albedo parameters for
present atmosphere within the context of this model~Table
III !.

Of the long-wave energy radiated by the atmosphere, o
the fractionf d reaches the earth’s surface. For a single la
atmosphere, one would expectf d51/2, but the actual atmo
sphere is more complex. The ‘‘tuned’’ valuef d50.69~Table
III !, which was adjusted in the model to obtainTs5288 K, is
in reasonable agreement with the estimate shown in Fig

In our model, we assume that clouds are perfect absor
of long wave radiation, because liquid and solid water
good absorbers in the infrared. In addition, a fractiong of the
long wave radiation from the surface is absorbed by
cloud-free atmosphere, which is how greenhouse gases
duce their effect. For monochromatic infrared light in cle
air, this fraction can, in principle, be calculated using t
Beer–Lambert law. Techniques exist for accurately solv
the actual radiative transfer problem, but none is practical
a toy climate model. We use an approximate method ba
on ‘‘equivalent widths,’’10 and obtain atmospheric transmi
tances for variable amounts of CO2 and H2O, and a fixed
amount of stratospheric O3. @The three terms in the squar
bracket of Eq.~21! are associated with these three gases.# We
fit the results empirically to obtain

Table III. Toy climate model parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value Source

‘‘Clear air’’ albedo aa0
0.05 Estimated

Cloud albedo ac 0.40 Estimated
Snow-ice albedo a i 0.70 Estimated
Soil albedo a r 0.10 Estimated
Relative humidity RH2O 0.8 Assumed
H2O scale height HH2O 2 km Assumed
Fraction emitted downward f d 0.69 Adjusted
Incident sun Q 342 W m22 Ref. 11
Heat flux atTs0

H0 102 W m22 Ref. 11
Reference surface temp. Ts0

288.0 K Ref. 11
Reference atoms. temp. Ta0

253.8 K
1222J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross
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g'$12exp@0.0822~2.38PH2OHH2ORH140.3f CO2
!0.294#%,

~21!

where f CO2
is the mixing ratio of carbon dioxide~for ex-

ample, f CO2
53.531024 corresponds to 350 ppmv!, RH is

the relative humidity~assumed to be 80%!, andPH2O is the
saturation vapor pressure of water~in bars!:

PH2O51.763106 exp~25318/Ts! bars. ~22!

The parameterHH2O is the scale height in km of water vapo
~assumed to be 2 km!. ‘‘Scale heights’’ are often used to
describe the partial pressures of gases in the atmospher2

pi~z!5pi~0!exp~2z/Hi !, ~23!

whereHi is the scale height,pi is the partial pressure, andz
is the altitude. UsuallyHi depends only weakly on altitude

Equation~21! shows that the fraction of long wave radi
tion absorbed by the clear atmosphere is strongly non-lin
in the partial pressures of CO2 and H2O ~Fig. 9!. The absor-
bance is only about 50%, even for large amounts of CO2.

Perhaps the most important climate feedback mechan
is associated with water vapor. We assume thatPH2O in-
creases withTs according to the saturation vapor pressu
while the relative humidity and scale height are consta
even when global warming takes place. These assumpt
could be the subject of further investigation. General cir
lation models include specific mechanisms for evaporation
surface water, condensation of clouds, and precipitation,

Snow/ice albedo feedback is incorporated into the
model using the empirical form for surface albedo:

as5a i1~a r2a i !
1

2 F12tanhH 2S 2502Ts

20 D J G , ~24!

wherea i is the snow/ice albedo anda r is the albedo for bare
soil. The numerical values~Table III! imitate Eq.~18!.

Additional feedback mechanisms, for the fraction of clo
cover f c and convective heat fluxCq are described empiri
cally:

f c50.5$12tanh@20.2451~12PH2OPH2O
O !s#% ~25!

Fig. 9. Surface plot of the fraction of 288 K blackbody radiation transmit
by the atmosphere for various partial pressures of CO2 and H2O ~at the
surface!.
1223 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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Cq5Cq0
~Ts/Ts0! t, ~26!

whereTs0
5288 K is the surface reference temperature,PH2O

0

is the saturation vapor pressure of water atTs0
, andCq0

is

the convective heat flux~102 W m22! at Ts0
. For Ts0

, Eq.

~25! gives f c50.62, in good agreement with observations11

Choices for cloud albedo feedback and heat flux feedb
are made by selecting parameterss andt. In the model these
are free parameters. Positive, negative, and zero feedbac
selected by choosing a parameter greater than, less tha
equal to zero. One way to sets andt is to ‘‘tune’’ the model
to give a desired climate sensitivity factor. For example,
achieveT2x52.5 K, we arbitrarily choset51.00 and then
varied s until that sensitivity factor was achieved (s
50.92). Because the model includes some arbitrary assu
tions, these parameters have little numerical significan
However, one can explore the feedback mechanisms
changing the parameter magnitudes and signs.

We have implemented the model as a spreadsheet~Mi-
crosoft Excel!. ~A copy of the spreadsheet can be obtain
from web site: http://www.physics.lsa.umich.edu/phys419
from the authors.! Numerical solutions are obtained by com
bining Eqs.~19! at equilibrium and using the secant iterativ
root-finding method to findTs . The iterations are started b
choosingTstart an estimate for the surface temperature.
choosing various values, one finds the equilibrium solutio
For example, whenf CO2

5350 ppmv and the parameterss

and t are set to 0.92 and 1.00, respectively, three real s
tions are found atTs5288 K, 241 K, and 229 K forTstart

5300 K, 250 K, and 200 K, respectively. The lowest tem
perature solution corresponds to the frozen earth. The mid
solution is unstable. Stability is assessed by adding a sm
positive perturbation to the solution. If an increase in n
energy input results, the perturbation is amplified, signal
instability. As f CO2

is increased from 350 ppmv to aroun
500 ppmv, the two lower temperature solutions converge
above;500 ppmv of CO2 there is only one real solution
This is an example of a ‘‘pitchfork bifurcation.’’17

Advanced students can construct their own models.
students can modify or enhance the current model. For
ample, additional feedback mechanisms can be incorpora
and different empirical approximations can be adopted
tested. What would happen to the results if the H2O scale
height and/or relative humidity varied as a function ofTs?
All students can benefit from exploring the behavior of t
current model when the feedback parameters are chan
For example, how does the pitchfork bifurcation chan
when the feedback parameters are altered, retaining the
mate sensitivity factor, but changing the sense of the fe
back?

Given a suitable climate model, we can estimate clim
changes as functions of greenhouse gas concentrations
next task is to estimate anthropogenic greenhouse gas e
sions.

V. PREDICTIONS OF ANTHROPOGENIC
EMISSIONS

We do not know the future, but most CO2 emissions are
associated with large amounts of capital equipment: ene
intensive mills, buildings and their equipment, and vehicl
These facilities cannot change rapidly, thus placing limits
1223J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross
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the rate at which CO2 emissions can vary. If an activity in
creases at a constant relative ratev, the growth is exponen
tial, with doubling timet2 :

t25 ln 2/v. ~27!

For a growth rate of 3% per year, typical of well-functionin
economies, the doubling time is 23 years. So at least a q
ter of a century is likely to be involved in a doubling o
energy use, or in a reduction to one half. For example
would probably take at least a quarter century for the U.S
change from coal-based steam turbine electrical genera
to natural-gas based ‘‘combined-cycle’’ generation~that is,
from high carbon intensity to low carbon intensity!. Simi-
larly, if we were to adopt new automotive technology,
would take at least a quarter century to change most auto
biles to those emitting, say, one-half or one-third as muc

Prognosticators cannot accurately predict the effects
economic downturns, or of unusually rapid growth that m
occur, or of political decisions that may be made to redu
carbon emissions. The way to handle these uncertainties
create a family of alternative scenarios~within reasonable
constraints!.4 One important scenario involves vigorous e
forts to reduce carbon emissions.

The potential for reducing carbon emissions. The world
energy system is dominated by fossil fuels. The most imp
tant anthropogenic greenhouse gas is carbon dioxide f
the burning of fossil fuels, accounting for more than half
the forcing. There are at least four approaches to redu
greenhouse gas emissions associated with fossil energy
~1! improve the efficiency of processes;~2! transfer some
carbon from the atmosphere to the biosphere, for exam
by growing trees;~3! substitute fuels with lower or no carbo
content; and~4! separate and sequester the CO2 from fossil
fuels. Improving efficiency represents a very large oppor
nity. It is the best and least expensive of these approac
but is too large a topic to be discussed here. Moreover,
portant as efficiency is, it has limits. At this time technolo
is far from those limits in most activities, but societies wou
be hard-pressed to achieve, through efficiency alone, all
reduction some scientists say would be necessary. We
briefly discuss the other options.

Improved forest management and growing more tr
would reduce CO2 concentrations, and in might be benefic
in other ways.16 The capacity is not very large, up to 7% o
annual carbon emissions in the U.S. might be sequest
annually. Accurate assessment is difficult because much
bon storage occurs underground in root and soil system

More natural gas and less coal and oil are being used
reasons of cost and convenience, and this use also hel
slow the increase in carbon emissions. If global warming
as serious a threat as it seems, it will be necessary in the
term to switch to energy forms not based on carbon em
sions. Nuclear fission, biomass, wind, and photovoltaics h
been discussed in this connection. The costs and timin
expanding nuclear power or of adopting energy forms l
wind and photovoltaics raise big questions; but instead
consider a less well known alternative: using fossil fu
without carbon emissions.

The emissions from fuel combustion. From the atomic con-
stituents of a fuel and its heating value, we can readily c
culate the emission of CO2 per unit of heat release in norma
combustion. The relative numbers of atoms of hydrogen,
bon or oxygen in a fuel are given by the empirical formu
1224 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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shown in Table IV. From the empirical formula and atom
weights, the mass fraction of carbon (FC) is obtained. The
mass of carbon (MC) released when a fuel is burned to pr
duce energyQ is

MC5
FCQ

Hh
, ~28!

where Hh is the ‘‘higher heating value’’ of the fuel. The
higher heating value is the heat released when one kilog
of fuel is burned in air to produce gaseous CO2 and liquid
water at ambient temperature.~The ‘‘lower heating value’’ is
similar, except that the water is assumed to remain in
vapor state and thus the latent heat of condensation has
been released.! Rather than focusing on the emission of ca
bon in the CO2, many analyses state the emissions as mas
CO2. Because the molecular weight of CO2 is 44 g mole21,
the mass of CO2 is MCO2

5(44/12)MC.
Using this and information on fuel consumption, stude

could investigate potential reductions in carbon emissi
from switching fuels. Or they could determine how much
tax on carbon emissions would increase the effective pric
a fuel.

Exploiting fossil fuels without greenhouse gases em
sions. One proposal is that fossil fuels be burned in oxyg
and the CO2 captured~instead of being released up the stac!
and sequestered~see below!. This process would probably b
least expensive at large power plants. It may instead be m
practical to separate the CO2 at large chemical facilities, cre
ating hydrogen fuel along with electricity, followed by buria
of the CO2.

20,21

Technology for converting carbonaceous fuels to hyd
gen. The first step is to produce synthesis gas or ‘‘syn ga
a mixture of hydrogen and carbon monoxide. If one sta
with methane, a good method issteam reforming:

CH41H2O→3H21CO

at moderately high temperature and pressure over a cata
This process is widely used in the petroleum refining ind
try to make hydrogen, which is used to upgrade the qua
of petroleum products by increasing the H/C ratio and
moving sulfur. Hydrogen is also used in the chemical ind
try as the precursor to production of ammonia a
methanol.22

Table IV. Relative numbers of carbon and hydrogen atoms in various fu

Fuel
Empirical
formula

Mass
fraction of

carbona

Heating
valueb

~MJ/kg!

Carbon
intensity
kg/GJ

Methane CH4 0.75 55.5 13.5
Typical natural gas CH3.8 0.76 50 15
Gasoline CH1.9 0.86 47.3 18.2
Light diesel fuel CH1.8 0.87 44.8 19.4
Propane C3H8 0.82 50.4 16.3
Typical US crude oilc CH1.65 0.86 42.2 20.4
Typical utility coal CH0.8 0.58 23.8 24
Methanol CH4O 0.375 22.7 16.5
Ethanol C2H6O 0.52 29.7 17.5

aIn the cases of crude oil and utility coal, corrected for impurities.
bReference 18. The value given is the higher heating value~see text!.
cReference 19, Table 4.
1224J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross
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If one starts with heavy fuel oil or coal, syn gas is made
the partial oxidationof the fuel:

nO21C2nH2m→2nCO1mH2.

This well-established process in the petrochemical indu
involves high pressure and temperature; no catalys
needed, but oxygen is needed, not air. Following either of
syn gas processes, thewater gas shift reactionis used to
convert the CO. At relatively low temperature over a ca
lyst:

CO1H2O→CO21H2

which is followed by separation of the CO2 and hydrogen.
Thus, well-established industrial processes make hydro

from hydrocarbon fuels, leading to separate streams of
drogen and carbon dioxide. However, the processes are f
costly because of the pressures and heat exchanger
volved. There are potential new technologies which co
bring those costs down.20~a! Expressing the cost increase as
charge per tonne~metric ton! of avoidedC emissions, the
cost might be about $50/tonne, which would roughly dou
fuel costs. However, because the final use of hydrogen
fuel cells should be more energy-efficient than use of
fuels from which it is made, the overall efficiency is favo
able, and the overall cost may not be high.20~b!

Sequestration. If pumping CO2 into deep ocean waters i
feasible and the CO2 would escape to the atmosphere on
slowly with little damage, then the storage capacity is
principle enormous. The costs of moving the CO2 large dis-
tances and compressing it would probably be large. One
vious disadvantage is that much energy use is far from d
ocean.

Another potentially large site for sequestration is und
ground saline aquifers. They are deeper than fresh w
aquifers and are believed to have many voids. It is
known how much CO2 could be stored securely in this ma
ner, but some speculate hundreds of years worth.23,24

Much less costly but more limited than either of tho
possibilities is storage in connection with enhanced oil
covery and extraction of coal-bed methane. CO2 has been
extensively pumped down wells in oil fields to enhance
production from adjoining wells.~So far, however, the CO2
has been extracted from geologic deposits rather than be
product of fossil fuel combustion.! Such pumping has been
major activity in periods of high oil prices; the cost is pa
for by the extra oil.

Methane is attracted to the porous surface of coals an
the source of explosions in many coal mines. It has b
observed that CO2 is more strongly attracted to coal tha
methane and will displace methane when injected into a c
bed. Coal beds are estimated to offer a major source of n
ral gas, perhaps doubling natural gas resources.25 So it might
be economically and environmentally advantageous to
CO2 in this way. The potential for global storage of CO2 in
this manner may be a decade or a few decades of fossil
combustion, comparable to the sequestration potentia
trees.21

VI. CLIMATE CERTAINTIES AND UNCERTAINTIES

We now summarize what is known, what is fairly certa
and what is still very uncertain about climate change in
near future.26 Controversy swirls around the problem, b
1225 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 12, December 1999
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some aspects are no longer the subject of serious deba
the scientific community, although it is always possible
find an ‘‘expert’’ who disagrees.

Virtually certain factsnot dependent on the accuracy
climate models:

~1! Greenhouse gases are increasing as a result of hu
activity.

~2! The increasing concentration of greenhouse gases
duces an increase in radiative forcing.

~3! Anthropogenic greenhouse gases remain in the at
sphere from decades to centuries.

~4! Over the past century, global surface temperatures h
increased by 0.5 °C~60.2 °C!.

~5! Increases in CO2 have produced about 1 °C stratosphe
cooling. The cooling is caused by increased infrare
emitting CO2 in the stratosphere, where the emissio
are not intercepted by an absorbing atmosphere.

~6! Natural climate variability makes it difficult to detec
long-term trends.

~7! Key uncertainties about the effects of water in the s
tem, especially clouds, are likely to remain a modeli
problem for a decade or more.

Very probable projections. These projections are likely to
be true~;90% probability! within stated ranges:

~1! The increase in global average surface temperature
the past century is consistent with model projections.
viable alternative explanations for the warming ha
been identified.

~2! If atmospheric CO2 is doubled compared with pre
industrial levels~which is likely to occur in the next
century!, equilibrium global warming is 1.5 °C to 4.5 °C

~3! Because the effect of CO2 saturates~see Fig. 3!, the forc-
ing does not increase in proportion to CO2 concentration.

~4! By 2100 AD, sea level will rise by 50 cm~620 cm!. The
pace is slow because the main mechanism, simple wa
ing of the water, is slow.

~5! Global mean precipitation will increase by 2%~60.5%!
for each 1 °C of warming, due to increased evaporat
and enhancement of the hydrologic cycle.

~6! There will be substantial changes at high latitudes in
Northern Hemisphere. Temperature increases will be
above the global average, sea ice will be reduced,
precipitation increased.

Probable projections. These projections have a great
than even chance of being correct:

~1! In northern mid-latitudes, soil moisture will be reduce
in summer.

~2! Around Antarctica the oceans are resistant to warm
and little change is expected for a century or more.

~3! Formation of deep ocean currents at high latitudes of
North Atlantic will be attenuated. Thus the Gulf Strea
which carries warm water into the North Atlantic and th
associated deep ocean return current may be threat
by increased fresh water in the Arctic, which would r
duce salinity and thus the descent of water which i
tiates the return current.27

~4! Once formed, tropical storms will become moreintense
on average.

~5! The range of natural temperature fluctuations will rem
about the same.
1225J. R. Barker and M. H. Ross
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Unsubstantiated projections. These projections are plau
sible, but are unsupported at present by climate science

~1! Thenumberof tropical storms, hurricanes, and typhoo
will increase.

~2! The winds in mid-latitude cyclones~low pressure areas!
will become more intense.

There is no evidence for either projection.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have outlined some of the basic physical princip
involved in the global warming problem. The climate syste
is extremely complex and physicists have an important r
to play in dissecting the feedback mechanisms and in ma
predictions for the future. We humans possibly face a h
dilemma. Do we pay the cost now to minimize global war
ing, or do we wait until later and then possibly pay the mu
higher cost of dealing with a greatly changed climate?
rational decision making process requires more accurate
jections of future climate change.

Much work needs to be done to improve the predict
models, and much of it will be done by physicists. State-
the-art general circulation models are extremely elaborate
fairs, but they have recognized deficiencies. Many feedb
mechanisms have been identified, but many quantitative
certainties remain. The uncertainties are especially true
mechanisms related to clouds and aerosols. Much work
mains to be done in making critical observations of the
mate system and in formulating rigorous physical desc
tions which can be incorporated into the models. Therefo
work exists to suit any taste: experimental, theoretical,
computational. The climate change problem is not only
tremely important for the future of the human race, but it i
fascinating scientific problem.
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